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Dear Partner: 

 
Our fund gained 3.68% for the quarter ended December 31, 2012, 22.02% year-to-date and 121% 
since inception on May 7, 2009.  It has again been a pleasure and an honour to be the steward of your 
capital this year.   
 
 
Performance Attribution  
 
Long versus Short 
 
Our long positions rose 24%, slightly behind the 25.9% rise in the general stock market, while we lost 
only 2.4% on the short book, significantly besting the strong rise in the general market.  As previously 
discussed, the long book includes a material proportion of credit, arbitrage and low beta positions that 
are likely to underperform a strong market, and do much better in a weak market scenario.    
Notwithstanding, the fact that our house didn’t burn down doesn’t mean that we regret having 
bought insurance. 
 
Results by Strategy 
 
Our bread-and-butter business is buying high quality businesses at a discount, but we also purchase 
average businesses trading at a deep discount to intrinsic value (so-called deep value), securities 
where our proprietary research gives us an informational edge, and arbitrage-type investments when 
the risk/reward ratio is attractive.   
 
Once again, our high quality core positions generated the lion’s share of returns at 14%, followed by 
informational edge investments at 6.3%, credit & arbitrage at 3.4%, and 0.2% in our deep value 
positions.  As mentioned above, we lost 2.4% on our short book in 2012. 
 
 
Individual Contributors 
 
The five largest winners were Alexander Forbes Preferred (+2.8%), Afrimat (+1.9%), Capevin 
(+1.9%), Investec Plc Preferred (+1.7%), and Hospitality A (+1.7%).  It’s pleasing to note that our 
major winners were driven by positive corporate action (divestments by Alexander Forbes, 
removal of holding company structure by Capevin, successful equity issuance by Hospitality), and 
strong earnings (Afrimat).  I believe our results from these idiosyncratic opportunities confirms the 
efficacy of our research-intensive strategy. 
 
The five largest losers were Sappi (short, -0.9%), Kumba (short, -0.4%), Netcare (short, -0.4%), 
Silverbridge (-0.4%), and Datacentrix (-0.3%).  Predictably, given the strong market performance, 
our short positions feature notably amoung the losers. 
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Strategy 
 
At quarter end, we held 89% of Partner’s capital in 49 long positions, offset by -27% in 28 short 
positions, for a net market exposure of 62%.  As usual, the much lower market exposure of our 
arbitrage, credit and defensive long positions, results in a beta-adjusted market exposure of 
approximately 30%.   

We continue to have a very cautious investment posture.  While many investors are (rightly in our 
opinion) expressing concern over numerous macroeconomic and monetary risks, it is hard to discern 
much apprehension in their actions.  Ultra low interest rates are forcing investors into risky assets, in 
some cases compressing the risk premiums to unacceptably low levels.  As a result, we will continue to 
focus on investments which are cheap in an absolute sense, and not only relatively cheap, so as to 
provide strong downside protection for our investors.  We remain confident in our ability to identify 
attractive investment opportunities in 2013. 
 

Individual Investments 

As usual, I’m including a synopsis on new long positions, as well as positions that we have already sold 
together with reasons for my actions.   
 

New investments 
 

Howden Africa (3% of Partner’s Capital):  is a supplier of industrial fans and heat exchanges, and 
environmental control systems.  The business is currently enjoying strong momentum, and is well 
priced at around 10x earnings.  In addition, their parent company, Howden Plc, was acquired by Colfax 
Corporation in 2012, which is currently trading at 31x earnings.  Colfax is a highly acquisitive business, 
and their CEO said in November 2012 that they “really want to operate in the emerging markets”, so I 
wouldn’t be surprised to see a move to acquire the part of Howden they don’t already own. 

M-Pact (2% of Partner’s Capital):  is a packaging company recently spun off from Mondi.  Our work 
here suggests that business is trending better than expected as a result of new investments coming on 
stream and supply issues at two competitors.   

RAC Preferred (2% of Partner’s Capital):  is an investment company organized to invest in private 
equity and illiquid listed shares.  The manager of the company has a strong investment record, 
particularly during his early years when he focused on smaller companies.  During the quarter, we were 
able to purchase shares at a 15% discount to NAV, which consists mostly of cash and a smaller 
amount of listed shares.  We own several of these listed shares in our deep value basket, and we view 
this as a good way of increasing our exposure at a discount.   

Informational Edge Basket (22% of Partner’s Capital in 16 positions):  represents investments where 
our work suggests that upcoming earnings announcements may be better than expected.  During the 
quarter, we have added a pharmaceutical business which is growing strongly abroad, three real estate 
investment trusts, and a non-hotel gambling business. 

 
 
 
Short positions (28 stocks representing –27% of Partner’s Capital) 

As always, I won’t disclose individual active short positions since it could jeopardize my access to 
management.    
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Exited positions 

ELB Group:  we exited this long-time holding at a substantial gain as fundamentals become more fully 
reflected in the share price.   

Sentula:  we closed this position at a small loss when we became concerned that management didn’t 
have the low-cost focus required to be successful in a commodity business like contract mining. 

Arrowhead A shares:  we exited as the price increased much closer to fair value. 

Vividend:  we sold at a substantial profit as the cap rate of this REIT converged closer to peers. 

 
 
As always, if anything is unclear, or if you wish to discuss our operations further, I welcome your 
questions. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
André Steyn, CFA 
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Mandatory Disclosures 

Steyn Capital Management (Pty) Ltd is an authorised Category I, II and IIA financial services provider in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act No. 37 of 2002 (“FAIS Act”) with FSP 
number 37550. The information contained herein, should not be construed as advice as defined in the FAIS Act, neither does it constitute a solicitation, invitation or investment recommendation. Collective 
Investment Schemes (“CIS’s”) should be considered as medium to long-term investments. There are risks involved when buying, selling or investing in any financial product. The value of financial products can 
increase as well as decrease over time, depending on the value of the underlying securities and market conditions. There is no guarantee in respect of capital or returns in a portfolio. Past returns may not be 
indicative of future returns and an investor should seek independent professional financial, legal and tax advice relevant to their individual circumstances before making any investment decision. CIS’s are traded 
at the ruling price and can engage in scrip lending and borrowing. A schedule of fees, charges and maximum commissions is available on request from the Manager. A CIS may be closed to new investors in 
order for it to be managed more efficiently in accordance with its mandate. Performance has been calculated using net NAV to NAV numbers with income reinvested. The validity and accuracy of any 
illustrations, forecasts or hypothetical data are not guaranteed and are only provided for illustrative purposes. 

APPENDIX - Portfolio as at December 31, 2012

LONG POSITIONS % SHORT POSITIONS %

Consumer Staples Consumer Staples

Food Producer Short I -2%

Food Producer Short II* -1%

Food Producer Short III* 0%

Financials Financials

Alexander Forbes Pref 7% Bank Short I -2%

Hospitality Property A shares 3% Bank Short II* -2%

Cadiz* 0% Financial Short I -1%

Retail/Consumer discretionary Retail/Consumer discretionary

Steinhoff 2% Retail Short I -2%

Capevin 2% Retail Short II -1%

Phumelela 2% Gaming Short I* 0%

Industrial/Construction Industrial/Construction

Group Five 4% Construction Short I -1%

Mvela Serve 3% Industrial Short I -1%

Afrimat 3% Industrial Short II -1%

Supergroup 3% Industrial Short III -1%

Howden 3% Industrial Short IV -1%

Mpact 2% Industrial Short VI* 0%

Raubex* 0% Industrial Short V* 0%

Construction Short II* -1%

Construction Short III* 0%

Other Other

Information trades (16 stocks) 22% Resource Short I -2%

Investec Plc Preferred Shares 7% Resource Short II -2%

Deep Value Basket (11 stocks) 8% Resource Short III -2%

Anglogold 6% Resource Short IV -1%

Business Connexion Group 1% Resource Short V -1%

Mustek 3% Hospital Short I -1%

Village 3% Telecom Short I* 0%

RAC Preferred 2% Staffing Short I* 0%

Datacentrix 1% IT Short I* 0%

Blackstar 1% Aviation Short I* 0%

Randgold & Exploration 1%

Gross Long 89% Gross short -27%

Gross exposure 116%

Net exposure 62%

Market Adjusted exposure 30%

*Rounded  
 


